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About This Game

Runaway is a challenging avoidance platformer, please help the little green robot to escape from a place full of deadly traps. The
key is to win this game how good are you control the jump button and landing on the ground.

Game Features

  30 handcrafted levels.
  Optimized for mobile platform.

  Optimized player movement control.
  Mobile control buttons arrangeable.

  Gamepad supported (player movement only).
  Auto Save Level Progress.

  Retro Pixel Graphic.
  Retro-style platform gameplay.
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Title: Run Away
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
JOAO PORTO
Publisher:
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Bug fix:
Bug with the second Comptroller puzzle has been fixed. Thank you to all who are bringing these issue to my attention, and I
apologize for taking a few days to fix the problem. Let me know of any further issues.. Screenshots of New Puzzles and
Updated GUI:
Here are some Screenshots of the work in Progress of the New Art Style for the GUI and the Artwork in progress of one of the
new puzzles.

. A Fortunate Announcement:
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Update Notes:
The offending Music Has Been Removed and the framerate cap moved to 60 FPS. PC Master Race Rejoice! Hopefully the
problem has been solved until I can get a proper sound designer. Let me know if any other problems occur.

Edit: To ensure you're able to monetize your coverage, go in to the options and mute the music before you Stream. The sound
effects will still be audible. Sorry for the inconvenience this is causing, but I'm working every day to solve it.. New Gameplay
Video:
New video added of the next puzzle in action

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJjqx4eP_zI. An Unfortunate Announcement:
It has come to my attention that copyright claims have been getting issued on coverage for this game on YouTube and Twitch. I
have spoken with the company I obtained the music from, and while it is licensed correctly, the claims are automated and being
made by third parties, and unfortunately neither I or AudioBlocks has any ability to intervene. So for now if you plan on
streaming the game PLEASE mute your audio while I look into seeing in what ways I can fix this permanently. I would like to
also apologize to any whose enjoyment of the game was hampered by this issue, and know that I both care and I am actively
looking into fixing this.. New NPC Art:
Art for a new NPC the Universal Mother and a link to a story section in progress with the new character art.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dM3WetCTsuc. Major Story Update Live:
A new update has been pushed with a lighter feel to the GUI and a lot of new story content added. The new party members have
been added and the story fleshed out greatly. Also the order of rooms has been changed to aid in the pacing of the game. All in
all I think the game has just about tripled in length since it was introduced into Early Access. Thanks to all who are giving me
feedback and Enjoy the Game!
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. New Build Live:
A new build is live with various bug fixes and the addition of the latest hybrid puzzle. Unfortunately, in it's last build, the engine
I was using changed how it handled the layering of objects, and essentially broke the build of my game. I think I've fixed them
all, but let me know in the forum if you encounter any graphical glitches. They don't seem to effect the way the game runs, but
they can make the game difficult to play anyway.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DA5zHQ5qoQ8
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